
All good things come to an end and so did the life cycles of the meteorological masts 

at Greater Gabbard Offshore Wind Farm. Operators SSE Renewables went looking 

for a company they could trust to execute the decommissioning job and chose ZITON.

A meteorological mast, or in daily working terms – met mast, is often installed prior 

to the construction of an offshore wind farm to gather important data on wind 

conditions at the site. Once the turbines are up and running the need for a met mast 

is reduced and when it comes to the end of life cycle it needs to be removed.

C A S E S T O R Y

CAN DO. WILL DO.

OFFSHORE WIND

GREATER GABBARD

Decommissioning 
made efficient
and low-cost
SSE Renewables got what they were 
looking for, when ZITON removed 
meteorological masts from the Greater 
Gabbard Offshore Wind Farm; a cost 
effective and market leading solution.

Inspection before the project. 
Head of Operations Anders 
Thorvald Nielsen and 
Operations Manager from 
ZITON Kristian Skovgaard 
Nielsen visited the site and 
the met mast to examine 
and measure, this to plan the 
operation in details and to 
minimize unknown features.



Magnus Blomquist, Lead Offshore Asset Engineer at SSE Renewables explains; 

“At Greater Gabbard we were looking for a simple and market leading solution to 

our decommissioning project, and ZITON provided just that.  Their flexibility and 

enthusiasm to get the job done safely and on-time was demonstrated at all stages 

and exceeded our expectations with regards to competence and ability, and they 

managed to get all work completed well ahead of schedule”.

A TURNKEY SOLUTION

As the market leading provider of O&M jack-ups dedicated to servicing the offshore 

wind industry it is only natural for ZITON to take on decommissioning jobs. 

ZITON offers different types of contracts: time charter, framework agreements 

and turnkey solutions. In this specific project, SSE chose a turnkey solution, which 

meant ZITON assumed full responsibility - from the moment the contract was 

signed to the actual work on site was completed and the documentation finalized. 

No matter the type of contract, ZITON has made an overall strategic decision to 

approach any job in a practical and “hands-on” way. The goal is to continuously work 

smart and safely in full compliance with permits and maritime conventions.

“It is essential that we find the right solution, the most efficient method and time 

the execution of the project just right every single time. We are very meticulous in 

our way of working and the close collaboration with our customers is the key.

Throughout the past years ZITON has developed specialized know-how within the 

industry. All this in mind I believe ZITON offers the best decommissioning solution 

on the market,” says Operations Manager from ZITON Kristian Skovgaard Nielsen.

MMZ Monopile removed 
from site



MET MAST FACTS

The structure of a meteorological mast consists of a foundation, a platform and a 

lattice mast on which a variety of measurement instruments are mounted to collect 

data on weather, wind and wave conditions. 

Decommission of a met mast includes removal of the lattice mast, the platform and 

finally the foundation. The entire structure must be removed completely as well 

as below seabed level. Upond decommissioning the met mast is disposed of at an 

approved recycling facility.

Greater Gabbard Offshore Windfarm is operated by Greater Gabbard Offshore 

Wind Limited and owned by SSE Renewables (50%) and RWE Npower (50%).

ZITON removed one meteorological mast (MMZ) completely and the lattice mast 

on another met mast (MMX) leaving only the monopile.

Can do. Will do.
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Lattice mast removed. Job 
done at MMX

Off to the scrap dealer


